
 
 

GAME MATERIAL 
The material that will be performed or learned is listed below.   

Please look for your specific program details. 
 
EVERYONE: 

*Camp Dance “Let Me Think About It” (Clementune Cheer and Pom Music & Video Albums) (will face 
press box side of stadium) 
 
*Spirit & Dance teams please come prepared knowing the entire routine. Spirit teams learned this at 
camp.  Dance teams will be sent a video of this routine to learn prior to rehearsal.   Set half of your 
team as the front row and half of your team as the back row.  Final formations and roll offs will be 
set at the rehearsal.  More than likely we will perform the choreography one time through and on 
the repeat you will change formations to create a big UCLA spell-out. 
 
 
CHEERLEADERS: 

Sideline Cheers (Clementune Cheer Video Album) 
OFFENSE CHEER: “Six More, Let’s Get The Score for U-C-LA” (:30) (will face press box side of stadium) 
DEFENSE CHEER: “Tackle, Tackle, Take ‘em Down x De-fense” (:30) (will face press box side of stadium) 
GENERAL CHEER: “Hey, Hey, You Know What to Say, Let’s Go Bruins” (:30) (will face opposite press box 
side of stadium) 
 

 
SONG/POM: 

Pom Sideline “Sucker” (Clementune Pom Music Album) (will face opposite press box side of stadium) 
Song/Pom teams learned this while at camp this summer.  Please set half of your team as the front row 
and half of your team as the back row.  Final formations and roll-offs will be set at rehearsal.  This 
routine will be performed with the Dance teams.  
Sideline Cheers (Clementune Pom Video Album) 
OFFENSE CHEER: “Six More, Let’s Get The Score for U-C-LA” (:30) (will face press box side of stadium) 
DEFENSE CHEER: “Tackle, Tackle, Take ‘em Down x De-fense” (:30) (will face press box side of stadium) 
GENERAL CHEER: “Hey, Hey, You Know What to Say, Let’s Go Bruins” (:30) (will face opposite press box 
side of stadium) 
 
 
 



 
PEP FLAG & MASCOT: 

Sideline Cheers (Clementune Cheer/Pom Video Album) 
OFFENSE CHEER: “Six More, Let’s Get The Score for U-C-LA” (:30) (will face press box side of stadium) 
DEFENSE CHEER: “Tackle, Tackle, Take ‘em Down x De-fense” (:30) (will face press box side of stadium) 
GENERAL CHEER: “Hey, Hey, You Know What to Say, Let’s Go Bruins” (:30) (will face opposite press box 
side of stadium) 
 
 
DANCE: 

Pom Sideline “Sucker” (Clementune Pom Video Album) (will face opposite press box side of stadium) 
Dance teams will be sent a video of this routine to learn prior to rehearsal.  Please come prepared 
knowing the entire routine.  Set half of your team as the front row and half of your team as the back 
row.  Final as formations and roll-offs will be set at rehearsal.  This routine will be performed with the 
Song/Pom teams. 
 
 
DRUM MAJOR: 

Both Spinning and Conducting routines will be taught at rehearsal the day of the event and students will 
also learn a short field show marching sequence.  (will face press box side of stadium) 
 
  
 


